
 

 

 

To steal from a stunning book Stephen Wade wrote three years ago, this album could also be titled “The 

Beautiful Banjo Culture All Around Us.” Wade’s CD and song notes are a primer for anyone who ever 

thought about standing in front of other people and conveying magic. It is also something of a blueprint 

for a happy life. 

  

Over the last 50 years, the popularity of the five-string banjo has exploded.  The great names of the 

past— Wade Ward, Earl Scruggs, Dave Macon, and Don Reno among many, many others, have been 

replaced with new virtuosos who are taking both three-finger and clawhammer styles into areas no one 

imagined in 1970. Just as important, the banjo’s history in American culture is also being 

rediscovered.  As an historian, a Library of Congress scholar, and a professional banjo performer, 

Stephen Wade has been a pillar of the Banjo’s Renascence. 

  

Wade’s first instructor was Chicago’s Fleming Brown, the illustrator of Pete Seeger’s seminal book, “How 

to Play the Five String Banjo.”  Brown was a strict traditionalist who introduced Wade to the legendary 

WLS National Barn Dance performer, Doc Hopkins.  Both men took the promising teenager under their 

wing. Together they made it clear that the only way he would ever really “get” the music was to go out 

and find the aging players who could still create it.   

  

Beginning in the early 1970s, the young Stephen Wade did a lot of that and more. He supplemented car 

trips to the southern mountains with long hours at the Library of Congress listening to field recordings of 

voices from the 1930s onwards. He absorbed not only recorded words, but also speaking tones and 

dialects. In time he became a living reincarnation of many of those voices.   

  

Other reviewers of “A Storyteller’s Story” have already noted the power of Wade’s playing and fantastic 

talking songs.  (“pancakes so thin they only had one side”). This album shows not only a professional 

wordsmith at the top of his game, it shows a wordsmith who believes utterly in the truth of the music 

and the people who played it. 

  

I will cite only one example.   

  

In 1984, Wade visited a dying Fleming Brown in Brown’s Chicago apartment. Brown gave Wade his 

treasured banjo.  He also gave him all of his personal tape recordings, an even a greater gift than the 

instrument as the tapes represented everything Brown held as the true benchmarks of his life. 

  

Among those tape recordings were hours spent with the Blue Ridge multi-instrumentalist, Hobart Smith. 

(These recordings appear on the 2005 Smithsonian Folkways album that Wade also edited and 

annotated, ”Hobart Smith, In Sacred Trust: The 1963 Fleming Brown Tapes.”) 

  

 



 

One moment from those recordings emerges on “A Storyteller’s Story.” Wade depicts Hobart Smith 

telling a story. He frames it with a banjo tune Smith recorded at the time. While farming a field, Smith 

works out a new tune in his head. He then whistles the tune repeatedly so as not to forget it as he races 

home to find his banjo. It is a touching, superb story that Wade tells in perfect dialect and it captures an 

experience that every player has known at one time or another.   

  

Far and away the banjo is the world’s happiest sound. It was a balm to slaves remembering African 

homes from a moonscape existence. It was solitary joy to mountain farmers who couldn’t afford clothes 

for their families.  It was, and always will be, a welcome friend to people troubled by things beyond their 

control. It is America’s instrument. It shines. It makes others shine. And among its brightest lights is 

Stephen Wade, Storyteller. 

Sandy McCall 


